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Operation Condor: Condemned to Life!
Rome Court Concludes 3-Year Trial on Multinational Repression in Latin America
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View the posting

Washington D.C., January 17, 2016 –  A tribunal in Rome, Italy, today
sentenced two former heads of state and two ex-chiefs of security
forces from Bolivia and Peru, and a former Uruguayan foreign minister
to life imprisonment for their  involvement in the coordinated, cross-
border system of repression known as “Operation Condor.”  The
National Security Archive, which provided testimony and dozens of
declassified documents as evidence to the tribunal, hailed the ruling. 
Today’s posting on the Archive’s web site includes several exhibits from
the trial.

According to Carlos Osorio, the Archive’s Southern Cone analyst, “the
sentences are the result of the unquenchable thirst for justice of dozens of relatives and victims.” Osorio testified
before the court on May 19-20, 2016, and supplied the court with 100 declassified records. 

Check out today's posting at the National Security Archive
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THE NATIONAL SECURITY ARCHIVE is an independent non-governmental research institute and library located at The George Washington University
in Washington, D.C. The Archive collects and publishes declassified documents acquired through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). A tax-exempt
public charity, the Archive receives no U.S. government funding; its budget is supported by publication royalties and donations from foundations and
individuals.
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